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How Do People Reason in Dynamic Games?†

March 1, 2016

Abstract

Do individuals choose how to a solve a dynamic game or is their mode
of reasoning a type-like predisposition? We show experimentally that an
individual’s propensity to forwardly or backwardly induct is a function
of (i) her belief whether an opponent’s previous action was a trembling
hand mistake or a rational choice, and (ii) her personality. In a two-stage
game, the individual observes an action of a computerized opponent (stage
1) before both interact (stage 2). The opponent chooses rationally most
of the time and makes random choices with a small commonly known
likelihood. Hence, the opponent’s action in stage 1 discloses with some
probability the opponent’s type (choice) in stage 2. The individual can
either believe that (i) the opponent chose randomly in stage 1, or that (ii)
the opponent made a rational choice. An individual rationally responds
to this belief if she solves stage 2 by backwards induction in the first, and
by forward induction in the second case.

JEL Classification: C73, C91, D82

Keywords: dynamic games, strategic reasoning, forward induction, backward
induction, common belief in rationality, personality.
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1 Introduction

In dynamic games, players decide sequentially. An individual who observes that
her opponent’s action is not in line with her beliefs about that opponent faces a
dilemma. Should the individual assume that her model of the opponent is cor-
rect, and that the opponent simply made a mistake, e.g. (Selten 1975)? In this
case, the individual would not update her beliefs about the opponent and back-
wardly induct. Or should the individual suppose that her opponent’s surprising
action was part of a rational plan? In this case, the individual could extract
valuable information about that plan from the opponent’s action, update her
beliefs about the opponent accordingly and better predict the opponent’s ac-
tions in the future. Doing so amounts to forward induction, e.g. (Pearce 1984;
Battigalli 1997). These two types of induction will often stipulate different
types of optimal behaviour for the individual in her future interactions with
the same opponent.

To date, game theory remains silent about how individuals should arrive,
or how they actually do arrive at the specific mode of induction they employ.
In this paper, we study whether an individual chooses her mode of induction in
response to her belief about the noisiness of her opponent’s actions, or whether
each individual has a natural propensity – a type-like predisposition – for either
backward, or forward induction.

To answer this question, we design a two-stage game in which an individual
interacts with a computer opponent1. The computer is programmed such that
in all stages, it best-responds to one specific strategy of the individual2 – but
occasionally chooses at random with a known probability. This decision rule of
the computer is commonly known but the strategy of the individual to which
the computer best responds is not. The individual observes that in stage 1, the
computer opponent opts into an interaction with herself, or that the computer
opts out. Opting out is the backward, and the forward induction solution of
the overall two-stage game. Individuals who observe that the computer has
opted into the interaction can therefore either assume that i) the opponent
made a random choice and that in the interaction, the computer will resume
to best-respond (backward induction). Since the computer can best-respond to
any strategy of the individual – whether or not it is rational for the individual
to choose this strategy – the individual can, however, also ii) assume that the
computer’s opting in was not a random choice but instead, a best-response to
one of the individual’s strategies. In this case, the individual decides to infer
against which of her own strategies the computer best replies, and chooses her
own corresponding best reply. By the individual’s beliefs in stage 2, and the
action she adopts in stage 2, we can identify if she assumes i) or ii), and hence,

1If the individual interacted with another individual, social preferences would typically
come into play, and the individual would not only (a) transform any payoff matrix which
we induce into different utilities; she would moreover (ii) hold a belief about the opponent’s
social preferences, and/or infer those from the opponent’s actions since these preferences are
not common knowledge. Hence, the underlying mode of induction would be hidden by other
layers of strategic thinking and we could not identify the underlying mode of induction.

2It is commonly known that the specific strategy to which the computer opponent best-
responds can be any pure strategy from the individual’s strategy set. It is also common
knowledge that this strategy need not be rational for the individual to choose.
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whether she rationally chooses to backwardly, or forwardly induct.
If individuals’ beliefs whether or not a mistake has occurred in stage 1, nei-

ther affect their beliefs about the choices in stage 2 nor their own actions, we
conclude that individuals have a natural propensity to forwardly, or backwardly
induct.

Throughout, the paper mostly uses epistemic formulations of backward and
forward induction to analyze the strategic situation at hand. This is for several
reasons. Firstly, within our setting, there is only a partially disseminated, but
no common belief in rationality amongst players. Therefore, we need concepts
which clearly specify a backward, and a forward induction solution for each
degree to which players can believe in rationality. Second, we want to identify
an individual’s induction mode even when her beliefs about her opponent are
not correct. Equilibrium approaches – which are by definition, not epistemic
since they do not model players’ reasoning processes – do not deliver this. Fi-
nally, many equilibrium formulations embed forward induction reasoning within
a backwards induction framework. If individuals have a natural propensity for
either backward, or forward induction, we would expect that they cannot easily
switch between both types of reasoning. To experimentally allow individuals to
be types, rather than rational choosers, we design the forward induction option
in our setting with the help of pure forward induction concepts (Battigalli 1997;
Battigalli and Siniscalchi 2002).

In the experiment, we vary the likelihood by which the computer makes
a random choice to create environments where many, or few mistakes occur.
We also directly elicit individuals’ subjective assessment whether they believe
a mistake has occurred in the situation at hand. Since our setting is a game
with asymmetric information in which the individual does not know to which
strategy the computer best-responds, we build upon earlier findings that person-
ality shapes strategic reasoning in dynamic games with asymmetric information
(Chlaß 2011, 2013) and test here, whether personality also explains individuals’
propensity to forwardly or backwardly induct. Such a finding would addition-
ally back the ’reasoning types’- hypothesis and explain why some individuals
may be predisposed to adopt a specific mode of induction. In the next section,
we present the sequential game we use and discuss the predictions of various
backward and forward induction concepts. Section 3 presents our experimen-
tal design, section 4 the results. Section 4.3 reviews the psychological aspects
we study, section 4.4 our findings on how they affect strategic reasoning. In
section 5, we review milestones and problems of the experimental literature on
backward and forward induction. Section 6 concludes.

2 Backward and Forward Induction in a Sequential
Game

2.1 A sequential game

In this section, we discuss various concepts of forward and backward induction
within the framework of the sequential game in Fig. 1. At the root of the
game (h0), player 1 can choose either ’up’ or ’down’. By choosing down, she
secures an outside option of 3. By choosing ’up’, she opts into a simultaneous
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Figure 1: A sequential game.
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game with player 2 where she chooses between actions A and B, and player 2
chooses between actions One, Two, and Three. In what follows, we describe the
predictions of various solution concepts which assume that players proceed by
forward induction, backward induction, or mixtures of both types of reasoning.
Throughout, we analyze the game from the perspective of player 2. We denote
an action of player i, i ∈ 1, 2 at the root of the game h0 by sh0

i , her action at

history h1 by sh1
i , and her strategy for the entire game si = {sh0

i , sh1
i }.

2.2 Forward Induction

Player 2 proceeds by forward induction, if she assumes – whenever possible –
that every action she observes is part of a rational plan for the entire game.
To date, the only formulation of pure forward induction which does not em-
bed forward induction within a backwards-induction framework is extensive
form rationalizability developed in (Pearce 1984; Battigalli 1997; Battigalli and
Siniscalchi 2002).

extensive form rationalizability. To start with, player 2 asks which player-
1 types she could in principle encounter. She believes she could encounter
a player 1 type t1 who believes player 2 chooses One, another player 1 type
t2 who believes 2 chooses Two, and a third player 1 type t3 who believes 2
chooses Three at h1. Hence, tj, j∈1,2,3.

3 Upon observing ’up’, player 2 must –
according to extensive form rationalizability – assume that player 1 has made
a rational choice and has best replied to a given belief about player 2’s choice
at h1. The only player-1-type who best replies to her belief by choosing ’up’

3In our specific setting, it is sufficient if player 2 only looks at ’player-1-types’ who believe
that player 2 chooses one of her three actions with certainty. In general, of course, extensive
form rationalizability requires that player 2 also looks at player-1-types with probabilistic
beliefs about the three choices of player 2.
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is {s1, t3} = {{up,B}, Three}. Player 2 now seeks to further restrict the set
of player-1-types by asking which of these types believe in her own rationality.
This set is empty since Three is not a rational reply to any belief player 2 can
hold about player 1: if player 2 believed that player 1 believed her to choose
Three, player 2 would anticipate that player 1 chooses B at h1, and player 2
would best reply to this with Two. Therefore, upon observing ’up’, extensive
form rationalizability predicts player 2 will choose Two at h1. In summary,
upon observing ’up’ in Fig. 1, player 2 assumes that she interacts with a player
1 who has rationally chosen ’up’ in response to a belief that player 2 chooses
Three at h1, and that this player 1 does not believe in 2’s rationality. Player 2
furthermore believes that player 1 best replies to Three at h1 by choosing B.
Player 2 herself best replies to B with Two. Extensive form rationalizability is
a non-equilibrium concept and players do at the end of their reasoning process,
not need to be correct about each others’ reasoning process. Players are also
free to believe that – since the opponent made a mistake in the past – the
opponent continues to make mistakes in the future.

2.3 Backward Induction

If player 2 proceeds by backwards induction, she does not reason about her op-
ponent’s past choices and focuses her attention entirely on the game that lies
ahead. Prominent models of backward induction include the subgame-perfect
equilibrium (Selten 1965; Selten 1975), sequential equilibrium (Kreps and Wil-
son 1982), and the non-equilibrium concepts sequential rationalizability (Dekel
and Fudenberg 1999; Dekel et al. 2002; Asheim and Perea 2005), and common
belief in future rationality (Perea 2014). To derive the backward induction
solution for our game, we use common belief in future rationality. Since it is
the most general formulation to date, all other concepts are special cases, and
therefore, arrive at the same prediction for the game in Fig. 1.

Common belief in future rationality. As in section 2.2, player 2 starts out
by asking herself which types of player 1 she could encounter. She believes she
could encounter a player 1 type t1 who believes player 2 chooses One, another
player 1 type t2 who believes 2 chooses Two, and a third player 1 type t3 who
believes 2 chooses Three at h1. Hence, tj, j∈1,2,3. Upon observing ’up’, player
2 assumes that player 1 chooses rationally now and in the future4. Player 2
asks which player 1 types would respond optimally to their belief at h1. These
are the player 1 types {{tj,j∈1,2,3, sh1

1 }} = {{One,A}, {Two,A}, {Three,B}}.
Player 2 now seeks to restrict this possible set of types by asking which of these
player-1-types believe that player 2 herself also replies optimally to her beliefs?
These are {{tj,j∈1,2,, sh1

1 }} = {{One,A}, {Two,A}} since Three is strictly dom-
inated for player 2 and therefore, never optimal for her. Player 2 now seeks to
further restrict this remaining set of player-1-types by asking which of the two
remaining player-1-types also believe that 2 believes in 1’s rationality. Only
a player 1 who believes that 2 believes player 1 chooses A also believes that
player 2 believes in player 1’s rationality. Such a player 1 also expects that 2

4A rational action sh1
1 at history h1 for player 1 yields player 1 for a given belief the highest

payoff amongst all actions available at h1.
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optimally responds to A with One. If player 2 therefore holds a third oder be-
lief in players’ rationality, she expects that player 1 believes 2 chooses One, and
that player 1 best replies to One with A, i.e. {{t1, sh1

1 }} = {{One,A}}. Since
player 2 obtains a payoff of 2 and might have secured 3 by choosing ’down’ at
h0, player 2 assumes that player 1 has made a mistake in choosing ’up’.

Since sequential equilibrium and subgame perfect equilibrium are equivalent
for games such as the one in Fig. 1 where past choices are always observed,
since sequential equilibrium is more restrictive than sequential rationalizability
(Asheim and Perea 2005), and sequential rationalizability is more restrictive
than common belief in future rationality (Perea 2014), all concepts uniquely
select the strategy combination {sh1

1 , sh2
2 } = {A,One}. Since the latter two

approaches are non-equilibrium concepts, they do not require that players hold
correct beliefs about the beliefs of their opponents.

2.4 Mixtures

Most forward induction concepts in the literature were conceived as equilibrium
refinements and therefore embedded within a backwards induction framework
to select between equilibria. If, at a given stage of a dynamic interaction, back-
ward induction stipulates multiple equilibria, players may look at past moves
of their opponent to restrict their beliefs and infer which equilibrium their op-
ponent plays at the present stage. Refinements embedded within sequential
equilibrium include forward induction equilibrium (Cho 1987), justifiable se-
quential equilibrium (McLennan 1985), stable sets of beliefs (Hillas 1994), the
intuitive criterion (Cho and Kreps 1987), or outcomes satisfing forward induc-
tion (Govindan and Wilson 2009). Since in the game of Fig. 1, sequential
equilibrium sustains only one equilibrium at h1: {sh1

1 , sh1
2 } = {A,One}, all

concepts uniquely select strategy One for player 2 and none of these concepts
can select player 2 playing Two. Mixtures of forward and backward induction
and concepts of pure forward induction do therefore arrive at different conclu-
sions about the game in Fig. 1.5 In terms of assumptions, mixtures between
both types of reasoning assume that the same player applies and switches be-
tween backward and forward induction. Pure forward induction concepts (like
extensive-form rationalizability) do not involve any backwards induction rea-
soning. Since we aim at understanding whether players choose between modes
of induction or whether they have a type-like predisposition for a specific one,
we opt for pure formulations (which allow for types) rather than mixtures. Ta-
ble 1 summarizes the choices and beliefs of player 2 predicted by pure forward
induction, pure backward induction, and mixtures of forward and backward
induction.

5The only exception is Reny’s (1992) explicable equilibrium which is a refinement not of
sequential equilibrium, but of weak sequential equilibrium. Since choosing up in Fig. 1 is a
departure from the equilibrium path, or put differently, a ’surprise’, a player may hold any
belief at h1 – she need not believe in her opponent’s rationality anymore – but must still
optimally reply to this belief. Hence, player 2 can still not choose Three since it is never an
optimal reply, but player 2 may believe that player 1 chooses A or B and hence, player 2 may
reply optimally to either belief by either One, or Two.
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2’s reasoning 2’s choice 2 interprets up as
after a, 2

believes that
1 chooses

pure backward induction One mistake A
pure forward induction Two rational choice B

mixtures One mistake A

Table 1: Backward vs. Forward Induction in the game of Fig. 1:
predictions.

3 Experimental Design

General Procedures. We ran a computerized experiment in the laboratory of
the Chair of Empirical and Experimental Economics at the University of Jena.
Subjects were undergraduates randomly drawn from all fields of study. The
experiment was funded by a research prize and own money. Participants were
recruited using the ORSEE software (Greiner 2004) and the experiment was
programmed in z-Tree (Fischbacher 2007).

At the beginning of each session, participants were randomly seated at visu-
ally isolated computer terminals where they received a hardcopy of the German
instructions6. Subsequently, participants would answer a control questionnaire
to ensure their understanding. The experiment started after all participants
had successfully completed the questionnaire. A session lasted 40 minutes (in-
cluding being seated in the laboratory, a survey-exit and payment) and the
average payoff was ¿6.70 (minimum: ¿3.60, maximum: ¿10.80). There was
no show-up fee included. Per treatment, there were between 49 and 54 partici-
pants7. There was an equal share of males and females in each session.

Design. In the experiment, subjects interact with a computer whose deci-
sion rule is commonly known. The computer takes on the role of player 1 in
the game of Fig. 1. In both stages of the game, i.e. h0 and h1, the computer
best responds with a high probability to one and the same pure strategy of
player 2 and makes with a low probability, a random choice. This decision
rule of the computer along with the likelihood by which the computer makes
a random choice is commonly known. The strategy of player 2, however, to
which the computer best responds (its actual ’belief’) in most cases is not com-
monly known. We obtain a game of asymmetric information in which the belief
of player 1 is player 1’s private information. By manipulating the likelihood
of a random choice in different treatments, we manipulate the human player
2’s belief about the likelihood that her opponent makes a mistake. We sub-
sequently study whether players’ tendency to backwardly or forwardly induct
varies along with these treatment conditions, or put differently, whether players
choose their mode of reasoning as a function of their belief about the noisiness
of the strategic environment.

6The instructions and the z-Tree programme are available from the authors upon request.
7A pilot ran very smoothly such that we did not alter either software or design. Thus, data

from all sessions including the pilot are reported.
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Subjects are asked to reason about each node of the game in Fig. 1 in
a specific sequence of nodes which we vary in further treatments. Earlier ex-
periments test whether subjects’ tendency to backwardly or forwardly induct
differs between strategy and play method but found no difference (Cox et al.
2010). We elicit subjects’ beliefs about the strategy to which the computer
best responds – subjects’ second order beliefs – at all nodes including the root
of the game8. After up and down, we ask subjects how likely they deem that
the computer has made a random choice. After up, i.e. at history h1, we also
ask for subjects’ first order beliefs, and moreover ask them to choose an action.
Each computer screen during the experiment introduces one question. The
screen is split in the middle and always shows a picture similar to Fig. 1 on
the left side with the computer action subjects are asked to consider marked
in green. The right side of the screen introduces the specific question at hand.
All beliefs and actions were elicited in an incentive-compatible way. By means
of a precise slider which showed the actual value it was set to, subjects could
indicate how likely they thought a given computer choice or belief was. A cor-
rect answer would earn subjects ¿ 4. For every per cent probability by which
a belief deviated from the correct answer, subjects earned 0.04 ECU less (lin-
ear scoring rule). In terms of actions, subjects could only select one of their
three pure strategies, i.e. sh1

2 ∈ {One, Two, Three}. Only one of all questions
subjects answered was paid out which was randomly chosen with equal chance.
Thereby, only those questions qualify for the random draw which apply to the
actual computer choice: if the computer chooses down, only questions about
the root node and the ’down’ node can be paid out. If the computer chooses
up, all questions pertaining to the root node and the ’up’ node qualify. Our
treatments vary the sequence in which subjects reason about the nodes of the
game, the likelihood with which the computer chooses randomly rather than
best responding to its belief, and the order in which subjects submit their belief
and action at h1. We shortly summarize each treatment.

Treatments 0.10up and 0.40up. The computer makes a mistake with a like-
lihood of either 10%, or 40%. First, subjects reason about up. They submit
which belief the computer holds about their own choice, which action the com-
puter will choose after up, and whether the computer made a random choice (a
’mistake’) in choosing up, or not. Subsequently, subjects reason about down.
Subjects submit which belief they think the computer holds about their choice
in round Two given that it chose down, and whether or not the computer made
a mistake. Finally, subjects choose their action for stage Two.

Treatments 0.10down and 0.40down. In treatments down, subjects first
reason about down. They submit which belief the computer holds about their
choice, and whether or not they believe the computer has made a random choice
(’a mistake’) in choosing down. Subsequently, subjects reason about up, submit
their second, their first order beliefs, and their action at h1.

8We preferred to control subjects’ individual priors rather than trying to exerimentally
induce a common prior since it has been noted that individuals only partly absorb such
’common priors’ provided by the experimenter, see (Andreoni and Mylovanov 2012). Rather
than having the degree of absorption vary uncontrolledly across subjects, we preferred to have
subjects bring their own priors and elicit (control) which priors they actually have.
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Treatments 0.10choice and 0.40choice. There is some debate whether the
sequence in which subjects submit beliefs and actions matters. Indeed, a sub-
jects who states her belief first, might better prepare her actions. If vice versa,
a subject submits her actions first, her action might determine her beliefs. To
control for such effects, treatments choice let subjects first choose their actions
at h1 and subsequently reason about down.

Treatment no mistake up and no mistake down. In these treatments, the
computer always chooses the best response to its belief. Upon observing up, sub-
jects can unanimously infer that the computer best-responds to action Three.
We designed this treatment to identify the share of subjects who do not update
any belief at all upon observing either ’up’ or ’down’. These subjects would
neither extract information from past, nor from hypothetical future moves and
therefore always focus on the present stage of the game. In our setting, these
subjects would confound the share of backward induction reasoners since the
game in 1 has no future stage after h1 (despite the fact that they would also fail
at backward induction if the game had a future after h1). In common value auc-
tions, for instance, where each bidder holds a private signal on the quality of an
item to be auctioned off, there is a body of evidence which studies that winning
bidders do not account for the information they receive through other bidders’
bids about the private signals these other bidders have received. Some studies
set out to explain this result by a fallacy according to which winning bidders
do not extract other bidders’ private signals from the bids which other bidders
submit, e.g. (Eyster and Rabin 2005). Other studies show that even when
this previously private information is made common knowledge to all, players
fail to actively consider it (Charness and Levin 2009; Grosskopf et al. 2007),
for instance, because of their personality (Chlaß 2011, 2013). To estimate the
share of subjects who do not update their beliefs at all, and who therefore do
not extract any information from ’up’ or ’down’, we study the setting of Fig. 1
in a no-mistake treatment.

At the end of each treatment, we elicited subjects risk attitudes by letting
them choose between lotteries and sure payoffs. Subjects’ perception about
whether or not the computer has made a mistake may be influenced by their
risk attitudes, and – since we did not induce a common prior and subjects
do therefore not know which probability distribution generates the computer’s
beliefs – also by their attitudes toward ambiguity. Subjects’ attitudes toward
ambiguity were elicited by letting them submit offers for an urn with balls whose
colour composition they did not know. At the same time, subjects predicted a
colour. If subjects bid more than a number drawn from a uniform distribution,
the colour was compared to the colour of one ball which was randomly drawn
with equal chance out of the urn. If the colour was correct, subjects could
earn ¿2 minus their bid, if the colour was incorrect, they would pay their bid.
Subjects also completed a personality questionnaire since previous work has
shown that in games with private information, personality can play a crucial
role. Moreover, subjects were asked to choose their preferred letters and num-
bers in a questionnaire at the end of the experiment.

Initializing the computer’s belief. Subjects initialized their computer’s be-
lief themselves. After completing the control questions, each subject chose one

8



capital and one small letter out of 52 capital and 52 small letters. Letters were
arranged on the screen in a way that subjects were unlikely to oversee how many
times a given letter occurred. Every computer held a specific key defining one
computer belief per pair of letters. This key had been randomly generated at
the outset of the experiment through a mechanism unknown to the subject.
During the time of the experiment, nobody (not even the experimenter) knew
which belief a specific computer held. Subjects knew, however, from the outset
that they would have access to their computer’s belief and their computer’s key
at the end of the experiment. All details described here were made common
knowledge.

4 Results

4.1 Shares of Forward (FI) and Backward Induction (BI) Rea-
soners

Table 2 reports the share of subjects whose beliefs and behaviour are either
in line with the predictions of forward, or the predictions of backward induc-
tion reasoning. Subjects who choose One after ’up’ at h1 and who believe the
computer most likely9 chooses A, are classified as backward induction reason-
ers. Subjects who choose Two who after ’up’ at h1 and who believe that the
computer most likely chooses B are classified as forward induction reasoners.
Taken all treatments together, we find 30% (123) of all subjects (421) who com-
ply with the backwards induction prediction, and 28% (117) of all subjects who
comply with the forward induction prediction. These shares vary substantially
across treatments. The share of backward induction reasoners can reduce sub-
stantially if subjects reason about ’down’ first (0 down: 25% as compared to
0 up: 37% and 40 down: 19% as compared to 40 up:31%). It seems plausible
that in these treatments, the fact that the computer forewent a payoff of 3 in
choosing ’up’ is more present in subjects’ minds at h1 and therefore, the idea
that the computer seeks to achieve a higher payoff than 3 more salient.

Table 3 shows that indeed, subjects deem it more likely that the computer
expects them to choose Three if they reason about ’down’ first. In treatments
0.00 down, 0.10 down and 0.40 down, more subjects shift probability mass to
second order belief Three upon observing ’up’ than in the respective treatments
0.00 up, 0.10 up and 0.40 up. The share of subjects who – in line with back-
wards induction – deem a computer belief of ’One’ more likely upon observing
up, varies hardly across treatments. Table 3 also reveals that a substantial share
of subjects do not update any belief at all upon observing ’up’ and therefore,
do indeed not extract any information from the computer’s action.

4.2 The relevance of mistakes

The relative shares of forward and backward induction reasoners in tables 2 and
3 do not consistently vary along with the objective likelihood that the computer

9Very few subjects believe that at h1, the computer chooses A and B with equal likelihood.
We did not report them as either forward or backward induction reasoners in table 2.
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Table 2: Share of induction types
by 1st order belief and action.

treatment BI FI

0 up 0.37 0.20
0 down 0.26 0.28

10 up 0.35 0.25
10 down 0.32 0.28
10 choice 0.36 0.26

40 up 0.31 0.29
40 down 0.19 0.33
40 choice 0.19 0.32

Table 3: Which 2nd order belief
is updated after ’up’?

treatment none Three One

0 up 0.28 0.22 0.30
0 down 0.30 0.37 0.28

10 up 0.25 0.18 0.33
10 down 0.25 0.30 0.30
10 choice 0.26 0.24 0.32

40 up 0.30 0.16 0.39
40 down 0.40 0.48 0.22
40 choice 0.17 0.30 0.38

makes a random choice (’mistake’). Does this objective noisiness of the strategic
environment affect subjects’ strategic reasoning? Figure 2 divides players into
those who choose the backward induction strategy One (’strategy 1’) at h1,
and those who choose the forward induction strategy Two (’strategy 2’) at h1
and shows their distribution of first order beliefs per mistake treatment. We
see that subjects hold more precise beliefs about the computer’s choice at h1 if
the likelihood of a mistake is small, i.e. 10%: in Fig. 2a) which depicts the 10%
mistake treatments, strategy-1 subjects believe that the computer is more likely
to choose A. In Fig. 2b) which depicts the 40% mistake treatments, strategy-1
subjects believe that A and B are equally likely. We observe a similar pattern
for subjects who choose strategy 2. The latter believe more distinctly that the
computer chooses B rather than A if mistakes occur with 10% rather than 40%.
Interestingly, the beliefs of forward induction strategy-2 subjects remain more
precise in the high-mistake treatments than the beliefs of strategy-1 subjects.

Figure 2: The likelihood that the computer chooses ’up’ by mistake (at ran-
dom) affects individuals’ belief about the computer choice in stage 2.
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To restore the underlying reasoning process, we now look at how much subjects
update their second order beliefs at h1 – after observing that the computer
has chosen ’up’. These are subjects’ beliefs about the strategy to which the
computer best responds. We calculate the difference between subjects’ 2nd
order beliefs at h1 and their individual priors at h0 for each possible belief in
the game of Fig. 1. If subjects induct backwardly, they should put the more
probability mass on 2nd order belief One, the more strongly they believe the
computer has made a mistake in choosing ’up’. If subjects induct forwardly,
they should put the more probability mass on 2nd order belief Three, the
less likely they deem the computer has made a mistake. Indeed, a one-per cent
increase in subjects’ belief that a mistake has occurred increases subjects’ belief
that the computer best responds to strategy One by 8% (p < 0.03). Similarly,
a one per cent decrease in subjects’ belief that a mistake has occurred, makes
subjects’ belief that the computer best-responds to Three by 12% (p < 0.01)
more likely. Subjects’ subjective assessment about the likelihood of a mistake
consistently explains how they update their beliefs. In this sense, subjects’ mode
of induction depends on a meta-belief about the likelihood at which mistakes
occur. However, this meta-belief seems to be innate and resistant to attempts
at exogenous manipulations: the objective likelihood of a random choice shows
no significant impact (p = 0.55). We also confirm the results from table 3 in
section 4.1. If subjects reason about ’down’ first, they put on average 10%
more likelihood on belief Three (p < 0.01) whereas they put on average 7%
(p < 0.04) less likelihood on belief One. Differences between prior and posterior
beliefs were linearly modelled with robust standard errors, no anomalies in the
distributions were detected.

4.3 Personality

In the sequential game at hand, there is a computer whose decision rule is com-
monly known. Its ’belief’, however, remains private information. The human
player in the game of Fig 1 can, however, extract some of this information from
the computer’s move if she does not believe that the computer made a mistake
in choosing ’up’ or ’down’. This situation is very similar to sequential games
of asymmetric information where one player has private information on some
state of the world. If this privately informed player chooses an action based on
her private information, her move reveals some of her private information to
her opponent. Take, for instance, Akerlof’s lemons market (Akerlof 1970). A
seller who knows the quality of the used car she wishes to sell will only accept
a buyer offer if that offer exceeds the seller’s valuation of the car. A buyer
can infer from the – admittedly hypothesized – acceptance of her offer that the
seller’s valuation must be smaller than her offer. It is a prominent result in this
literature that buyers do not seem to account for this information and incur –
winner’s curse losses, see e.g. (Eyster and Rabin 2005). Charness and Levin
2009 and Chlaß (2011,13) replace the opponent by a commonly known decision
rule and no information need therefore be extracted from the other player’s
actions. However, the losses persist. Therefore, it is not the information asym-
metry which seems to be at the source of the curse. Indeed, Grosskopf et al.
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(2007) find that the curse even subsists when buyer and seller have the same
information. Chlaß (2010,2011,2013) hypothesizes that consequently, the phe-
nomenon must be rooted in some individual characteristic which affects how
we respond and account for information which we have – and finds that the
phenomenon is rooted in individuals’ personality. Since this paper’s game is in
spirit a very similar setting, we test whether and to what extent extent per-
sonality shapes individuals’ modes of induction. We use the same concept of
personality, H.J. Eysenck’s P-E-N concept.

H.J. Eysenck postulates three dimensions, or traits of personality (Eysenck
1967, 1985), Psychoticism, Extraversion, and Neuroticism P-E-N. I specifically
point out how these traits affect individuals’ reaction to information. Eysenck’s
concept is the result of a theory validated by extensive empirical testing and
has a biological foundation which I will refer to when helpful.

Neuroticism as opposed to emotional stability describes a first dimension.
Load on neuroticism reflects a heightened degree of emotionality and a propen-
sity to experience negative emotions (Busato et al. 2000). Typical symptoms
for a high load on neuroticism count anxiety, nervosity, and low stress toler-
ance (Eysenck and Eysenck 1975). It inhibits an individual’s adaptability to
environmental change (Hennig et al. 1998) and may fully intercept the link
between intelligence and task performance (Moutafi et al. 2006). In summary,
Neuroticism impacts the overall activity of the affective system. Thereby, it
may inhibit the deliberate rational system (Fudenberg and Levine 2006) and
thus affect the rational assessment of information. However, Chlaß (2013) did
not find any link between individuals’ load on Neuroticism and their strategic
performance in the first encounter with a strategic task. Neuroticism started
to show an effect only when subjects repeatedly experienced failures (losses).

Extraversion as opposed to intraversion defines how one interacts with one’s
environment. Typical symptoms for a high load on extraversion are activeness,
conviviality, assertiveness, or the seeking for sensations. Extraverts exhibit low
cortical arousal thresholds and therefore require intense external stimulation.
They are highly sensitive to potential rewards (Depue and Collins 1999), spend
little time on stimulus analysis, and respond to stimulus even when unnecessary
(Brebner and Flavel 1978). Extraverts derive cortical arousal from preparing
reactions to stimulus while introverts derive cortical arousal from the analysis
of stimulus itself (Rammsayer and Stahl 2004)10. In sum, Extraversion may
predispose an agent to respond, but indispose her to properly prepare that re-
sponse by a careful assessment or inference of information. Indeed, Extraversion
strongly increased individuals’ propensity to incur a winner’s curse in (?). It
could also be confirmed that Extraverts spent significantly less time analyzing
the strategic task than Introverts.

Psychoticism as opposed to high impulse control measures alleviated at-
tributes of schizophrenia in healthy individuals. Typical symptoms count agres-
siveness, egocentrism, antisociality, low empathy, impulsiveness, nonconformity,
and creativity (Eysenck et al. 1985). Psychoticism goes along with high

10This relation was conjectured by Eysenck, but not identified empirically until quite re-
cently via Rammsayer and Stahl’s (2004) design.
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dopamine levels (Colzato et al. 2009) and manifests in low conditionability
(Lester 1989). Load on psychoticism may inhibit an agent to condition her
behaviour on the information she receives. However, psychoticism seems a con-
troversial dimension of personality. Some studies find it a reliable (Ortet et
al. 1999), some an unreliable (Caruso et al. 2001) scale. In Chlaß (2011,
2013), Psychoticism did significantly increase individuals’ propensity to incur
a winner’s curse. The mechanism through which this trait affected individuals’
decisions could not be uncovered.

4.4 Do personality traits affect strategic reasoning?

There are three main channels though which personality shapes strategic rea-
soning in our experimental game: a) subjects’ individual priors about the strat-
egy the computer expects them to choose, b) the responsiveness of forward
induction belief Three to the computer’s action, and c) subjects’ perception
about whether or not the computer has made a mistake.

Priors. Individuals who load high on Extraversion and Psychoticism put
decisively less weight on 2nd order belief Three at the root of the game h0
than individuals who load low on this trait. If individuals’ load on both traits
increases by one percent, they deem Three by 67% less likely. Individuals who
load high on Extraversion also put a little more weight on prior 2nd order belief
Two than Intraverts. The probability mass on Two increases by 10% (p < 0.06)
with a one unit increase in individuals’ load on Extraversion. Personality shows
no effect on prior 2nd order belief One.

2nd order beliefs. P-E-N trait Psychoticism is the only trait which directly
links to the way in which individuals update forward induction belief Three.
At h1 – upon observing up – Psychotics deem it more likely that the computer
best responds to strategy Three than non-Psychotics. A one unit increase in
the load on Psychoticism increases the probability mass on belief Three by an
average of 28%. Similarly, a one unit increase in individuals’ load on the same
trait reduces the probability mass on belief One by an average of 20%. This
finding does not depend on or interact with the actual chance by which the
computer makes a mistake. Psychotics might therefore be natural pure for-
ward induction reasoners. Indeed, in previous work on games of asymmetric
information, Psychotics had a propensity to incur a winner’s curse and ne-
glect the selection effect under information asymmetry when interacting with a
computer who proceeded by backwards induction (Chlaß 2011, 2013). The par-
ticular channel through which the curse unfolded for this trait could, however,
not be identified. Given this paper’s findings, Psychotics might have a natural
tendency to look at these games from a pure forward induction perspective –
which would entail a winner’s curse.

likelihood of mistakes. There is a weak link between subjects’ belief that
the computer has made a mistake and their load on P-E-N trait Neuroticism.
Per one unit increase of individuals’ load, individuals deem it 11%, (p < 0.05)
less likely that the computer has made a mistake when choosing ’up’. This
perception does not depend on the likelihood that the computer actually makes
a mistake. Individuals who worry a lot and are prone to bad emotions and fear
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may therefore always suspect that a surprising action was not a mistake, and
search information to explain it.

5 Experimental Literature

There is – to the best of our knowledge – no previous work done on this paper’s
research question. In this section, we therefore review the literature on back-
ward and forward induction in general. To date, there are mainly two strands
of experimental literature on backward and forward induction.

The first strand tests whether individuals use forward induction arguments
at all to select between multiple backward induction equilibria. This strand
studies the mixtures between forward and backward induction we discussed in
section 2.4. Often, the set-up consists of a player 1 who can choose to opt out
of11, or to opt into a coordination game with player 2 (Cooper et al. 1993;
Shahriar 2009; Shahriar 2013; Balkenborg and Nagel 2008; Blume and Gneezy
2010). In this coordination game, only one out of normally two coordination
equilibria gives player 1 a higher payoff than the outside option would have
earned her. Often, the outside-option is the backward induction solution to the
overall game.

In these settings, players’ social preferences are typically not controlled for
and confound the underlying strategic thinking (Shariar 2009,2013). Players
may focus on selecting their preferred payoff allocations (Fehr and Schmidt
1999; Bolton and Ockenfels 2000) rather than think strategically about the in-
teraction. Similarly, reciprocal preferences (Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger 2004;
Falk and Fischbacher 2006) may add yet another channel to the original dy-
namic structure of the two stage interaction. Reciprocal preferences may lead
player 2 to ask whether player 1 intended to select a kind payoff allocation
where she keeps less than she gives to player 212, or whether player 1 intends to
be unkind and give player 2 less than she keeps for herself. In this case, social
preferences increase the dimensionality of the information in player 1’s action:
should player 2 assume that player 1 has reciprocal preferences and that 1’s ac-
tion reveals the intention to choose a specific payoff allocation, or should player
1 assume that 2 has no reciprocal preferences and that the latter’s actions hence
exclusively disclose information about her beliefs about player 1’s choice? In
this paper, we exclusively focus on strategic thinking and abstract from social
preferences by replacing one opponent with a computer whose decision rule is
commonly known.

The second strand of literature focusses on the reasons why some players
play pure backward induction equilibria whereas others make use of forward
induction arguments to select between multiple backward induction equilibria.
Similarly to the first, the second strand therefore also exclusively focuses on the
mixtures of forward and backward induction from section 2.4. The only excep-

11Sometimes, this first stage takes the form of an auction where the winning bidder acquires
the right to play a game with mulliple equilibria (Broseta et al. 2003; van Huyck et al. 1993).

12This is just an illustration – the definitions of kindness and unkindness differ across reci-
procity models.
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tion are Gosh et al. (2014) who study Reny’s (1992) pure forward induction
equilibrium in a centipede game. Balkenborg and Nagel (2008) study a setting
where pure backward induction equilibria and backward-forward induction mix-
tures require differently many steps of thinking, and argue that players level-k
might explain the distribution of equilibria. Evdokimov and Rustichini (2014)
and Gosh et al. (2014) ask subjects in a coordination game and a centipede
game, respectively, to self-report and to give reasons for their beliefs about an
opponent’s choice. Hawes et al. (2012) study forward and backward induction
equilibria in a multiple stage game where players choose step sizes ahead in an
alternating way; when the number of steps summed over both players reaches
15, the game is over and the player who could reach exactly 15 wins. The
authors screen players’ brain activity during play and find that players start to
solve the game by forward induction and that at some point, the brain starts
to realize and ’code’ loosing positions – the moment when a player who is close
enough to 15 realizes from which positions on she cannot win the game any-
more.

6 Conclusion

We set out to test whether individuals have a natural propensity to either
backwardly or forwardly induct, or whether their way to solve a dynamic game
depends on a belief about the likelihood that their opponent makes a mistake
and whether this belief in turn depends on the noisiness of the strategic en-
vironment. We also wanted to see whether individuals exhibit signs of pure
forward induction, that is, forward induction reasoning which does not merely
serve as a device to select between multiple equilibria in a backward-induction
framework.

To answer these questions, we design an experimental game with two stages
in which the second stage only has one backward induction equilibrium. There-
fore, all formulations of forward induction as equilibrium refinement make the
same prediction as pure backward induction which differs from the prediction
by the only pure forward induction concept to date (Battigalli 1997). We de-
sign a purely strategic environment which abstracts from social preferences and
let subjects interact with a computer whose decision rule is commonly known.
Subjects can either choose to interpret the computer’s move as a mistake and
play the backward induction solution; or they can choose to interpret the com-
puter’s move as a best response to one of their own strategies and play the
forward induction solution. We try to manipulate the share of forward and
backward induction reasoners by letting the computer make random choices at
a commonly known frequency.

We find two equally sized groups of backward and pure forward induc-
tion reasoners. Indeed, individuals mode of reasoning depends on their belief
whether or not the computer made a random choice (’a mistake’). If sub-
jects believe a previous action was a mistake, they deem that the computer
will more likely choose the backward induction solution in the future. They
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moreover believe that the computer will best-respond to their own backward
induction strategy. If, in contrast, subjects believe that the action they have
observed was no mistake, they play the forward induction strategy and believe
that the computer will best respond to the same strategy.

Subjects’ meta-belief about the likelihood of a mistake does, however, not
depend on the commonly known frequencies of random choices which we vary
in several treatments, nor does it depend on subjects’ risk attitudes. We find
further aspects of strategic thinking which do not seem to vary along with the
strategic environment and appear to be ’innate’. Personality, for instance, af-
fects which beliefs an individual holds prior to the game, and also determines
by how much, and which beliefs are updated upon observing an opponent’s
move. We use Hans-Jörg Eysenck’s three dimensional theory of personality
P-E-N which defines three fundamental personality ’traits’, i.e. Psychoticism,
Extraversion, and Neuroticism. In a previous study on games of asymmetric
information where individuals could infer the state of the world from an oppo-
nent’s action, Psychoticism and Extraversion showed a substantial – negative –
impact on individuals’ initial strategic success in a sequential interaction with a
backwardly inducting computer (Chlaß 2011, 2013). While Extraversion could
be confirmed to significantly reduce individuals’ reaction times (and therefore,
the time individuals invested into ex-ante reasoning about the strategic task),
a potential channel through which Psychoticism affected strategic reasoning
could not be identified. In this paper, we find such a potential channel in that
this personality trait seems to predispose forward induction reasoning. The
fact that individuals’ psychology seems to shape strategic thinking in dynamic
games favours interpretation that there are natural predispositions for forward
and induction types. This could explain why individuals’ subjective perception
whether or not mistakes have occurred play such a significant role for the mode
of induction, but that it is hard to influence this belief exogeneously.
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